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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Description of the report content and purpose
In order to increase the knowledge, find potential partners for the projects where citizens’ finance might be
employed in energy efficiency projects, a series of training workshops and webinars were envisaged to be held.
Facilitation of face to face workshops turned out to be difficult during the Covid pandemic. The activities aimed to
increase capacity on citizen funding at country level by creating attractive investment opportunities.
Exploration events on local level were delivered within Task 6.6 Exploitation and Subtask 6.6.4. These were national
workshops with the aim of promotion of the project outputs and to engagement of other regions and stakeholders
within the target countries. Four such events were held in each pilot country, namely Belgium, Croatia, Lithuania and
Portugal. The workshops were held online in three cases and offline in one case.

Abbreviation list
EPC - Energy Performance Contracting
ESCO - Energy Savings Company
ITI - Integrated Territorial Investment
NECP - Croatian National Energy and Climate Plan
REGEA - Energy Efficiency Agency Croatia
VEB - Vlaams Energiebedrijf
VIPA - Public Investment Development Agency Lithuania

1. Introduction
Innovative citizen financing schemes are a relatively new concept still far from having reached its full potential. They
combine under their roof different financing sources and have proven to be very successful in financing projects in
the field of renewable energy. Examples of such innovative citizen financing schemes are the combination of citizen
financing, crowdfunding or cooperative financing, which are then complemented with public financing instruments.
However, citizen access to such alternative financing mechanisms remains largely unexploited.
The CitizEE project counteracts on this by establishing national and/or regional Investment Platforms, which are
backed by the European Fund for Strategic Investment. The IPs serve as investment facility that channels public and
private financing from several co-investors (citizens, public banks and institutions etc.). In that sense, IPs bring
together all market players: citizens, associations and the economic sector. The additional integration of innovative
Citizen Financing Schemes into those Investment Platforms enables the set-up of large-scale community energy
efficiency programs and attract private investments while also strengthening know-how of regional/national key
stakeholders.
The four exploration events were arranged within third party events in order to increase reach in three case and as
a stand alone event in one case. Each event focused on the particular impact and lessons learned from each national
pilot developed under CitizEE. Stakeholders were directly involved and motivated to participate actively in knowledge
exchange and discussion.
The objective of the exploration events was to foster dialogue between key national stakeholders on how to improve
access to citizen finance for energy efficiency and renewable energy investments based on the experience made by
the CitizEE partners. Each workshop created a bespoke structure and presentation of its direct results.
In the following we outline all four workshops with individual reports and information.
6
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2. Belgium / VEB
2.1. Overview and description of the local workshop (event/meeting)
VEB acts as a program manager for the further deployment of its CitizEE-pilot at the educational sector. More
specifically, multiple EPC projects are going to be rolled out at schools of the educational organization GO! with the
aid of VEB. While most of the preparations for the ESCO call are done in close collaboration with the organization’s
central body, it is also important to gain support at the level of the local school groups and to understand their
concerns.

2.2. Summary of the main take always of the workshop
To that end, a national workshop was organised for local stakeholders and schools on 14 March 2022 as part of a full
day of networking activities. The national workshop showcased take-aways of the CitizEE-project and pilot project in
Belgium. Participants were introduced to the current selection criteria for further facilitation. They were able to
actively participate to some panel discussions and got the opportunity to ask some questions.

2.3. Conclusion
The project was welcomed with a sense of enthusiasm and the panel was able to give satisfying answers to the
schools’ needs. Further discussion with individual stakeholders are expected to result from the workshop.

2.4. Annexes
Agenda
•

9h00: Welcome

•

9h30: Introduction

•

10h00: Guided tour

•

11h00: Pause

•

11h30: Session – playground – experience from schools in Brussels

•

12h30: lunch

•

13h30: Info session Inspection crawl spaces

•

14h: Interactive sessions: pitching ideas of processes at school group level

•

14h30: Session CitizEE
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Signature sheet
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Photos

Presentations
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3. Croatia / REGEA
3.1. Overview and description of the local workshop (event/meeting)
As part of the Smart Financing for Smart Buildings initiative and feeding into the Renovation Wave for Europe, the
European Commission is organising a series of Sustainable Energy Investment Forums (SEI Forums) to enhance the
capacity of and co-operation between public and private stakeholders to develop large-scale investment
programmes and financing schemes. Since 2016, SEI Forums has organised over 40 events covering many EU
Member States.
A first SEI forums Roundtable on financing energy efficiency had been organised in Croatia on 28 and 29 October
2020. The objective was to foster discussion on how to improve access to private finance for energy efficiency
investments, on how to resume the EPC/ESCO Programme by combining European structural and investment funds
(ESIF) and private capital and on how to improve the Integrated Territorial Investment (ITI) mechanism and accelerate
investments.
The objective of this second National Roundtable on Financing Renewable Energy in Croatia was to foster dialogue
between key Croatian stakeholders on how to improve access to private finance for renewable energy investments,
in context of Croatian National Energy and Climate Plan (NECP), Croatian Recovery and Resilience Plan, Green Deal
Investment Plan and with the support of Programmes such as the InvestEU and the Just Transition Fund in the 20212027 period.
The first day of the roundtable (Monday, October 25th, from 09:00 to 12:10) was dedicated to the Croatian and
European political and legislative framework and a discussion on financing building integrated PV systems and the
challenges that investors are facing.
On the second day of the round table (Tuesday, October 26th, from 09:00 to 12:30), an interactive meeting was held
in two thematic groups:
•

Integrating energy projects in spatial planning – practice examples (09: 00-10: 40 CEST)

•

Citizen investment in sustainable energy – challenges and solutions (10: 50-12: 00 CEST)

3.2. Summary of the main take always of the workshop
Some of the main conclusions and take always are listed bellow:
•

the new legislation and bylaws related to the electricity market and renewable energy sources will contribute to
the further development of the energy sector and enable active participation of citizens and local communities
in the market.

•

the active role of citizens in the electricity market is enabled through the introduction of new entities such as
energy communities, aggregators, cooperatives and similar.

•

in addition to contributing to a stable regulatory framework and accelerating the energy transition, the novelties
of the new regulatory framework over a longer period of time will have a positive impact on strengthening the
entrepreneurial spirit and reducing grant dependence.

•

market liberalization through new energy activities also brings new challenges for commercial banks, as
traditional financial instruments will not be enough to meet the investment needs of new players in the electricity
market and financial institutions have already begun designing new financial models and products.

•

the use of renewable energy sources is only one part of the puzzle, because for complete decarbonisation by
2050 it is necessary to achieve synergy of all technologies and elements of energy transition such as
electromobility and heating systems, but also to educate the broadest layer of citizens about all the benefits of
energy transition.
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3.3. Conclusion
The announced solarization of Zagreb, but also technical assistance in the preparation of integrated solar power
plants provided by REGEA through the PVMax project, will contribute to increased use of renewable energy sources,
but also further education of citizens and capacity building of other stakeholders.

3.4. Annexes
Agenda/Invitation
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Signature sheet
A signature sheet is not provided as it was on-line event.
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Photos
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Presentations
Workshop proceedings are available at https://events.euconf.eu/events/seif-croatia-roundtable-10-2021

Links to media articles, programs etc.
https://www.facebook.com/regeaSZhr/photos/a.1703674543106602/3738939389580097/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/north-west-croatia-regional-energy-agency-regea-/
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4. Lithuania / VIPA
4.1. Overview and description of the local workshop (event/meeting)
The National Exploration Event in Lithuania was held online in respect of relevant Covid related rules at the time. The
Lithuanian stakeholders to whom it would be beneficial to hear more on energy efficiency while employing citizen
funding were kindly invited to take part in the local online seminar where the CitizEE Action was introduced together
with the presentation of VIPA experience as a pilot.
The first part was dedicated to CitizEE Action, explaining why such initiatives are very welcome, in order to build
knowledge and gain new ideas and be competitive. The second part of the meeting was dedicated to VIPA experience
and lessons learned while trying to extend the investment platform administered by VIPA to CF4EE scheme.
The meeting started at 9:30 am on Friday local time (EET) , March 18th and took about an hour including the
discussions after the presentation.

4.2. Summary of the main take always of the workshop
Some of the main conclusions and take always are listed bellow:
•

the new legislation and bylaws related to the electricity market and renewable energy sources allowed to
develop electricity prosumers market in Lithuania.

•

The financing for energy prosumers is getting more accessible for most of creditworthy people, however the
market has little to offer for those who might not be considered creditworthy to be financed by banks or
other credit institutions and other institutions must be employed.

•

The financing through peer-to-peer investment platforms is still viewed as a source of refinancing of bad
loans, however, with the VIPA pilot a special niche might be created to further develop the platforms being
an alternative to those who wants to invest in infrastructure, this is of a key importance, since this kind of
asset class is practically unavailable for the ordinary investors.

•

VIPA is willing to invest up to a 500 thousand EUR, that means, that citizens would be able to contribute at
least 125 thousand of EUR to potential prosumers and would enable to finance up to 1000 KW of solar
panels.

4.3. Conclusion
VIPA pilot, if successfully implemented, will be as a starting point to promote further renewable energy infrastructure
projects to be financed by employing citizen funds. However, there are still more to do in order to develop the
scheme to be fully operational and attractive to all the stakeholders including the regulatory organisations and final
beneficiaries.
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4.4. Annexes
Agenda/Invitation

Signature sheet
A signature sheet is not provided as it was on-line event.

Photos
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Links to media articles, programs etc.
https://www.vipa.lt/apie-vipa/dalyvavimas-projektuose/horizon-2020-projektas-citzee/
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5. Portugal
5.1. Overview and description of the local workshop (event/meeting)
GoParity organized on the 21st of April 2022 a webinar for the presentation of Ponto Energia and CitizEE, as tools for
matchmaking and investment in EE projects, in collaboration with ADENE (National Energy Agency) and a local ESCO
(CleanWatts).

5.2. Summary of the main take always of the workshop
GoParity organized on the 21st of April 2022 a webinar for the presentation of Ponto Energia and CitizEE, as tools for
matchmaking and investment in EE projects, in collaboration with ADENE (National Energy Agency) and a local ESCO
(CleanWatts). Best practices and case studies were presented during the event, that counted with 30 participants.

5.3. Conclusion
Participants expressed interest in the activities presented under CitizEE. Deeper engagement by public authorities
could not yet be established.

5.4. Annexes
Agenda/Invitation
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Signature sheet
A signature sheet is not provided as it was on-line event.
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Presentations

Links to media articles, programs etc.
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6. Conclusion
The exploitation events were held in front of relevant national audiences reaching more than 150 participants, in
one case the event was held over two days. The first event was held in October 2021 in Croatia, the last in April 2022
in Portugal. With in total more than 150 participants, the highest single participation being just under 70 for one
event, each of the dissemination activities reached a relevant group of national and EU level stakeholders and
engaged in discussions on citizen finance possibilities.
With all four activities still ongoing and to be continued after the EC funding further lessons will be drawn and can
be shared in further dissemination activities. This will be significant as the implementation of the pilots was delayed
by regulatory uncertainties and the Covid pandemic. Through the current dissemination actions, however, each pilot
was able to engage on national level and build relevant contacts to be exploited going forward.
The innovative financing mechanism developed by CitizEE show in national context how citizen financing schemes
can be integrated with Public Financing Instruments. The exploitation events disseminated relevant lessons learned,
both positive and negative, for considering a sound financial and operational environment to attract citizen private
investments and to use public funds more effectively, enhancing capacity and know-how of public authorities, local
stakeholders while stimulating required investment towards higher renovation rates and thus a more efficient
building stock
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